Nonwoven Producers Working Group
Terms of Reference
(July 2022)

What is the Nonwoven Producers Working Group?
The Nonwoven Producers Working Group consists of member companies of EDANA, which produce nonwovens. It is the platform for exchanging experience, as well as learning about the opportunities and challenges in the nonwovens world.

Objectives
- To represent the platform for exchanging experience, learning about the challenges and opportunities in the nonwovens world
- To provide and share information related to the nonwovens industry and its end-uses and to initiate projects and activities in non-competitive areas
- To exchange information on different issues like environment, regulatory developments, research and innovation, globalisation and trade, or energy through networking, group work and guest speakers

Who should attend?
The Nonwoven Producers Working Group is open to all EDANA members producing nonwovens. The attendee should be at CEO or senior management level.

Participation in a group is subject to the EDANA guidelines.

Benefits/deliverables
- Annual meetings which include presentations on one or two key topics, from members and/or external speakers, updates on EDANA projects and interactive group work
- Discussions on topics relevant to the nonwovens industry
- Contacts and networking during breaks and pre-meeting organised functions
- Interactive group work with industry professionals
- Promotional activities

Chairperson
- José Durany, Rubi Industrial (Spain)
  E-mail: jdurany@grupocorinpa.es

- David Lamb, Nonwovenn (United Kingdom)
  E-mail: david.lamb@nonwovenn.com
Contact EDANA

- **Natacha Defeche**
  Marketing & Member Engagement Director
  T +32 (0)740 18 13
  E natacha.defeche@edana.org

- **Jacques Prigneaux**
  Market Analysis and Economic Affairs Director
  T +32 (0)2-740 18 18
  E jacques.prigneaux@edana.org

- **Giovanna Merola**
  Membership Manager
  T +32 (0)2-740 18 29
  E giovanna.merola@edana.org
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